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Abstract 
The least number of colors needed to color the vertices of a graph G such that the vertices in 
each color class induces a linear forest is called the path-chromatic number of G, denoted by Zoo (G). 
If all such colorings of the vertices of G induce the same partitioning of the vertices of G, we say 
that G is path-chromatically unique. We prove here that there exist infinitely many path-chromati- 
cally unique graphs with path-chromatic number t, for each t >/1. We also show that path- 
chromatically unique graphs of order n and path-chromatic number t >i 2 exist only for n 1> 4t - 1. 
1. Introduction 
We follow [4] for graph theory terminology. A linear forest is a graph all of whose 
components are paths. A partition of V(G) into t subsets uch that each subset induces 
a linear forest is called a t-linear forest partition of V(G). The minimum integer t for 
which V(G) has a t-linear forest partition is called the path-chromatic number of G and 
is denoted by x®(G). Equivalently, the path-chromatic number of G is the minimum 
number of colors needed to color the vertices of G such that the vertices in each color 
class induces a linear forest. A graph G is said to be path-chromatically unique if it has 
a unique Xoo(G)-linear forest partition. 
The graph in Fig. 1 is a path-chromatically unique planar graph with path-chro- 
matic number 2. 
2. Results 
Our first result resembles that of Mitchem [7]. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph of order n and l <~ t < n. Then V(G) has a unique t-linear 
forest partition if and only if G is path-chromatically unique and ~o~ (G) = t. 
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• Color I 
O Color 2 
Fig. 1. A path-chromatically unique graph G with X~o(G) = 2. 
Proof. The sufficiency follows directly from the definition of path-chromatical ly 
unique graph. To prove the necessity, assume that V(G) has a unique t-linear forest 
partition. If t = i, then G is a linear forest and clearly, G is path-chromatical ly unique 
with Zo0(G) = 1. So we assume now that t ~> 2, that is, G is not a linear forest. Let 
Zoo(G) = s. Since G is not a linear forest, it follows that s i> 2. Furthermore, s ~< t, by 
definition of Xoo(G). Let F1 = { I/"1, V2 . . . . .  Is} be an s-linear forest partit ion of V(G). 
Suppose s < t. Choose zi e V/for each i = 1,2 . . . . .  s. Since IV(G) - {zl,z2 ..... z~}l = 
n -  s > t -  s, then we can choose {Xl,X2,...,x,-~} ~_V(G) such that V~ = Vi -  
{x~,x2 . . . . .  x,_~} #0 for i=  1,2 .. . .  ,s. Now, F'~ = {V'~,V'2 ..... V'~,{x~},{x2} .....
{x~_s} is a t-linear forest partit ion of V(G). Since t < n, it follows that not every V'i is 
a singleton. Without loss of generality, assume that V'~ is not a singleton and let 
y ~V'I.  Then F~ = {V'I - {y}, V'2 ..... V'~, {x~,y}, {x2} . . . . .  {x,_s}} is another t- 
linear forest partit ion of V(G), and this is a contradiction. Hence, Xoo(G) = s = t, and 
G is path-chromatical ly unique. [] 
Observe that if G is path-chromatical ly unique with unique t-linear forest partition 
{ I"1, V2 . . . . .  Vt} then the union of any m of the V/s induces a path-chromatical ly 
unique graph with path-chromatic number m. 
Trivially, all linear forests are path-chromatical ly unique with path-chromatic 
number 1. We shall then focus on path-chromatical ly unique graphs with path- 
chromatic number greater than 1. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a path-chromatically unique graph with ;(oo(G)= t>~2. 
Let {V1, V2 . . . . .  Vt} be the unique t-linear forest partition of V(G). I f  
IVll ~< IVzl ~< ... ~< IV, I, then I E I />  2 and II:1[ + IV2l i> 7. 
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Proof. Consider the induced subgraph G' = ( II1 w V2 ) of G which is path-chromati- 
cally unique with Xoo(G') = 2. Suppose that I V~l = 1. Then necessarily, IV21 > 1. Let 
x e I"2. Then both { VI, I/2 } and { Vx w {x}, V2 - {x} } are 2-linear forest partition of 
V(G'). This is a contradiction. Hence, 11111 i> 2. To prove that 1 II11 + I V21 >/7, con- 
sider the following three cases: 
Case 1: I V11 = 2. Let Vx = {a, b} and suppose I V21 ~< 4. Since ( Vz ) is a linear forest, 
then we partition I"2 into two stable sets W~ and W2 such that I Wxl ~ 2 and 114121 ~< 2. 
But then { W1 w {a}, I412 w {b} } is a 2-linear forest partition of V(G'). This is a contra- 
diction. Hence, 1 I"21 I> 5 and I Vt I + 1 II21 >t 7. 
Case 2:I1/"11 = 3. Suppose that 1I"21 ~< 3. Partition V~ into two stable sets Xx,X2  
and similarly, partition V2 into two stable sets )'1, Y2. Without loss of generality, 
assume IX~l = lEvi = 1. Then {X1 w Y2,X2w )'1} is a 2-linear forest partition of 
V(G'). This is a contradiction. Hence, 1I"21 >I 4 and IE I  + IV21/> 7. 
Case 3:1 I/"11/> 4. Since I Vx I ~< I V2 I, it follows that I V~ I + 1 1/21 >/8 > 7. [] 
From this we have an immediate corollary. 
Corollary 3. Let G be a path-chromatically unique oraph with Zoo(G) = t >1 2. Then 
I V(G)l >1 4t - 1. 
Proof. Let { V1, 1/2 . . . . .  V~} be the unique t-linear forest partition of V(G) and assume 
that 11Ill ~< IV21 <~ "" ~< IVd. By Theorem 2, I Vx I 1> 2 and 1 I"11 + 11121 >t 7. If 1 I/"11 = 2, 
then I Vd/> 5 for i i> 2. This implies that 1 I/"11 + 11"21 + "'" + I V,I/> 
2+5( t -1 )=5t -3 .  If IVxl~>3, then ]Vd>~4 for all i~>2. Therefore, 
I V(G)I/> 4t - 1. Hence, in both cases, IV(G)I >t 4t - 1. [] 
Fig. 2 shows two path-chromatically unique graphs with path-chromatic number 
t = 2 and minimum order 4t - 1 = 7. 
P2 + P5 P3 + P4 
Fig. 2. Path-chromatically unique graphs with path-chromatic number t = 2 and minimum order 
4 t -1=7.  
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Theorem 4. Let t >~ 2 and let G~ , G2 ..... G, be linear forests such that G~ has at least 
one edge, where I V(G1)I ~ [ V(G2)[ ~ ... ~< [V(Gt)[ and [ V(G~)I + [ V(G2) [ /> 7. Then 
G = G~ + G2 + ... + Gt is a path-chromatically unique graph with go~(G) = t. 
Proof. For convenience, let V~ = V(Gi) for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t. It is clear that { I/1, V2 .. . . .  Vt} 
is a t-linear forest partition of V(G). Suppose that { I411, W2 .. . . .  W~} is another t-linear 
forest partition of V(G). We claim that there exists W~ such that W~ c~ Vj ~ 0 for two 
distinct values of j. For any i, it is clear that there exists j such that W~ c~ Vj ~ 0. 
Suppose that for each i, there is exactly one j such that W~ n Vj 4: 0. Then each W/is 
a subset of a unique Vj. Consequently, each W~ is equal to a unique Vj. This 
contradicts the assumption that { W~, W2 .. . . .  W,} is a t-linear forest partition different 
from {Wl,W 2 . . . . .  Vt}. Hence, there exists W~ such that W~n Vj ~0 for two distinct 
values of j. Without loss of generality, assume that i=  1, WIn  V, 4: 0, and 
W~ c~ V~ ~ O, where r < s. Since ( W1 ) is a linear forest, it follows that W~ cannot 
contain both II, and V~. If W~ ~ V,, then I~1 = 2 since any vertex in W~ n V~ is 
adjacent o all vertices in V,. Consequently, V~ = V~. But by hypothesis, VI contains at 
least one edge. This implies that (W~) contains K3, which is a contradiction. Hence, 
W~ contains neither V~ nor V~. Observe that W~ cannot intersect more than two 
distinct Vfs for otherwise, W1 would contain a g 3. Consequently, I W~I ~< 3. It is also 
necessary that there exists at least one i :/: 1 such that W~ also intersects exactly two 
Vfs. Without loss of generality, let W~, W2 ..... Wp be the Wi's that intersect exactly two 
Vfs each. Thus, I Wd ~< 3 for i = 1,2 . . . . .  p. Since each of Wp+~, Wp+2 . . . . .  W~ inter- 
sects exactly one Vj, then I W p+ll + I Wp+21 + "'" + I W, I ~< I Vp+~l + I V p+21 + "'" +l V,I. 
Therefore, IVll + ""+IV, I = IW, I + ... +IW, I ~< 3p+ IV,+II + ." +IV, I and this 
implies that 111"l[+[V21+'"+IVpI~<3P. But IV~I+IV211>7 implies that 
I V1 [ + I V21 + ".  + I Vp]/> 4p - 1. Therefore, 4p - 1 ~< 3p and so p ~< 1. This is a con- 
tradiction since p ~> 2. We have thus shown that V(G) has a unique t-linear forest 
partition. By Theorem 1, G is a path-chromatically unique and z~(G) = t. [] 
Theorem 5. Let G be a path-chromatically unique graph with )~(G)= t >>-2. Let 
{V1, V2 ..... E} be the unique t-linear forest partition of V(G). Let G* be the graph 
obtained by joining a new vertex v to each vertex of G except he vertices in a fixed Vk, 
where 1 <~ k <<. t. Then G* is path-chromatically unique and )~o~(G*) = t. 
Proof. Clearly, {1/"1, V2 . . . . .  VkW {V} . . . . .  Vt} is a t-linear forest partition of V(G*). 
Suppose that { I4"i, W2 . . . . .  Wt} is another t-linear forest partition of V(G*). Without 
loss of generality, assume that v eWk. Then { W1, W2 .. . . .  Wk -- {V} .. . . .  Wt} is a t-linear 
forest partition of V(G). Since G is path-chromatically unique, then we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that WI = V1, W2 = V2,..., Wk -- {V} = Vk .. . . .  W~ = V~. 
This implies that { I4/1, 1412 .. . . .  Wt} = { II1, V2 .. . . .  Vt}. Therefore, G* is path-chromati- 
cally unique and x~(G*) = t. [] 
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Corollary 6. I f  there exists a path-chromatically unique graph G of order n having 
~(~(G) = t >/2, then there exists a path-chromatically unique graph G' of order n' having 
z®(G') = t for each n' > n. 
t - i  By Theorem 4, the graph P3 at- ~i= 1 P4 is a path-chromatically unique graph with 
path-chromatic number t. If t >i 2, this graph has order 4t - 1. Combining this result 
and Corollaries 3 and 6, we obtain the next theorem. 
Theorem 7. Let t >1 2. Then there exists a path-chromatically unique graph with 
path-chromatic number t and order n if and only if n >1 4t - 1. 
The above theorem is our main result. 
Broere and Mynhardt  [2] conjectured the following. 
Conjecture. If G is a planar graph, then there is a partition V1, V2, Vs of V(G) such that 
each (Vi)  is a linear forest. 
This conjecture has already been proved by several people. 
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